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Large-scale engineering projects make tremendous contributions to China’s social and economic development; meanwhile, due to
the diversity of stakeholders, the dispersion of time and space, and the complexity of information dissemination, large-scale
engineering projects are easy to cause conflicts among stakeholders that affect social stability. -e previous studies on stakeholder
conflicts of large-scale engineering projects mainly focused on the game model among stakeholders, without considering the
influence of stakeholders’ interaction complex networks formed by social relations on the conflict amplification. For the two main
stakeholders of the government and the resident that play a key role in China’s large-scale engineering projects, this paper
constructs an evolutionary game model of the main stakeholder conflict amplification and analyzes the evolutionary results of the
conflict between the government and the resident in different situations. -e small-world network is chosen as the complex
network type of the simulation study since it is very similar with the topology of the realistic social network. Based on the NetLogo
simulation platform, the stakeholder conflict amplification process of large-scale engineering projects on the small-world network
is analyzed, and relevant managementmeasures are proposed to defuse the stakeholder conflict of large-scale engineering projects.
By using the evolutionary game model on complex networks, this paper studies the stakeholder conflict on the small-world
network, providing reference for stakeholder conflict management of large-scale engineering projects in China.

1. Introduction

It is generally believed that large-scale engineering project is
initiated by the government, along with many stakeholders
involved in during the planning and implementation. It has
the characteristics of large investment scale, many factors
involved, wide range of influence, and so on, which has
significant and far-reaching impact on regions and even the
whole country [1, 2]. As one of the most important driving
forces for China’ economic growth, the construction of
large-scale engineering project has made tremendous con-
tributions to China’s economic and social development, and
it is also an important means and tool for stable growth and
macrocontrol in China’s central government and local

government. In recent years, large-scale engineering projects
such as large water conservancy and hydropower projects,
large-scale energy projects, and transportation infrastruc-
ture projects start to construct in succession. Taking
transportation infrastructure projects as an example, three
hundred and three programs had been highly promoted
from 2016 to 2018, with an investment scale of 4.7 trillion
RMB. -e large-scale engineering project is a complex
system with multisubjects and multiprograms, and the
management decision environment of which faces many
challenges such as spacious dispersion, stakeholder diversity,
and the complexity of information dissemination, covering
the “troika” that triggered group incidents: land acquisition
and demolition, labor disputes, and environment pollution.
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-e conflicts caused by large-scale engineering projects
have become an important realistic problem that China
urgently needs to solve. In the report of the 19th National
Congress of the Communist Party of China, the CPC
pointed out that it should “firmly fight the hard battle against
major risks” and proposed that it should “strengthen the
construction of mechanisms for preventing and resolving
social contradictions.” Undoubtedly, the amplification of
stakeholder conflicts in large-scale engineering projects is
also a major risk, and with the interest relations of some
interest groups not been properly dealt with, the prominent
social contradictions will appear, resulting in various social
conflicts such as group incidents and thus leading to the
disorder of the social systems. -e large-scale engineering
projects have the characteristics of stakeholder diversifica-
tion, which includes not only the internal multisubjects of
project management such as the government, project legal
persons, and contractors, but also the external multisubjects
of project management such as land acquisition and de-
molition, scholars, and social organizations. -e main
conflicts include internal multisubject conflicts, internal and
external crossed conflicts, and external multisubject con-
flicts. In the context of China’s special social transformation,
social conflicts triggered by the large-scale engineering
projects occurred frequently, such as Sichuan Hanyuan
Incident, Chongqing Wanzhou 10.18 Incident, Yunnan
Suijiang 3.25 Incident, Nantong Drainage Project Group
Event, and Sichuan Shifang 7.2 Incident, and all of which
were caused during the project construction. -e large-scale
engineering projects have always been the focus of social
concern all over the world, and thus, social conflicts are easy
to occur if problems caused by large-scale engineering
projects are not handled properly [3]. -e amplification of
these conflicts will not only affect the progress of the project
but also may lead the project to be eventually cancelled [4].
At the same time, it will also have certain impact on social
stability and affect the harmonious development of social
economy [5].

2. Literature Review

From the perspective of the scale and complexity, projects
can be divided into three levels of large, medium, and small,
among which the large-scale engineering projects are the
largest and most complex. At present, there is no consen-
sus on the specific classification criteria for large-scale en-
gineering projects. Flyvbjerg [2] believed that with the
development of economy, the investment amount of large-
scale engineering projects should reach at least one billion
dollars. Hu et al. [6] studied the classification criteria for
investment quotas of large-scale engineering projects in
European countries, the United States, South Korea, China,
and other countries, thinking that a project with an in-
vestment quota of 0.01% of the total national GDP can be
considered as a large-scale engineering project. In China,
there are many projects that exceed these standards. For
example, the total investment amount of the Beijing-
Shanghai high-speed railway project reached 220 billion

RMB, and the total investment amount of the South-to-
North Water Transfer Project reached 500 billion RMB.

Due to the development of social economy, the scale of
large-scale engineering projects is getting larger and larger,
and thus, more and more participants are involved in the
construction, such as the government, project developers,
contractors, constructors, nearby residents, relocated resi-
dents, and general public are considered to be stakeholders
[7–9]. -e structure of relationships among them becomes
more andmore complex, and the conflicts becomemore and
more serious [10]. One of the most important reasons is the
difference in stakeholders’ interests resulting from differ-
ences in stakeholders’ status [11]. Scholars divide the types of
stakeholders and determine their status from stakeholders’
responsibility in project management and their ranking of
rights in engineering projects [12, 13]. -e most common
way is to divide stakeholders into internal stakeholders and
external stakeholders [14] and to study them separately
[15, 16]. Traditionally, it focuses more on internal stake-
holder conflicts. -rough a literature review and ques-
tionnaire survey, Awwad et al. [17] studied reasons for and
solution to internal stakeholder conflicts in large-scale
construction projects in the Middle East. On the other hand,
Lee et al. [18] believe that conflicts among external stake-
holders have become a more important factor affecting the
success of the project, and by taking 22 representative large-
scale public engineering projects in Korea as research ob-
jects, he proposes management framework of the external
stakeholder conflict.

In China, stakeholder conflicts in large-scale engineering
projects are mainly reflected in the contradiction between
the public’s interest appeals and the government and project
legal person’s decisions [19]. Unbalanced interests among
stakeholders may cause social conflicts, leading to social
events such as group incidents. Social transformation usually
leads to the adjustment of the interests of social members,
which will inevitably lead to the increase in social conflicts.
In recent years, with the social transformation and
upgrading of China, there have been more and more group
incidents caused by large-scale engineering projects, such as
the PX events in cities such as Xiamen, Dalian, and Qingdao
in China. Group incident is a word with Chinese charac-
teristics, and the meaning of which is similar to the “col-
lective action” in Western sociology. Although Western
scholars have not formed a consensus on its definition, they
all emphasize that collective action is the action taken by a
kind of group for a common goal (generally to improve their
own conditions, such as obtaining higher social status, more
material conditions, and etc.) [20, 21]. For collective action
triggered by large-scale engineering projects, scholars’ re-
search focuses on two aspects. On the one hand, a large
number of scholars identify the factors that trigger collective
action and use social network analysis, social risk man-
agement framework, and other methods to determine its key
factors [5, 22]. On the other hand, many scholars study the
“not-in-my-backyard” phenomenon of large-scale engi-
neering projects [23–25]. -e large-scale engineering proj-
ects are generally beneficial to the vast majority of the public,
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but which is often opposed by the local people. -is is called
the “not-in-my-backyard” phenomenon [26].

Although China has a social, economic, and political
background that is not completely consistent with Western
society, the research on collective actions triggered by large-
scale engineering projects in China is mainly focused on
factors that lead to collective action and the phenomenon of
“Not-In-My-Backyard”. Taking the Sanmenxia Dam Project
and the South-to-NorthWater Transfer Project in China as a
case study, Liu et al. [27] use questionnaires, semistructured
interviews, and structural equation models to study the
causes of collective action in China’s large construction
projects. By systematically summarizing the NIMBY phe-
nomenon and combining with the background of China’s
large-scale engineering projects, Wang [28] believes that risk
perception and risk amplification are the main causes of
social conflicts. Liu et al. [23] use China’s 2,500 question-
naires to study whether the NIMBY phenomenon is the
main reason for the resident to oppose the construction of
urban infrastructure projects in China, and conclude that
depriving the resident’s participation rights is the main
reason for collective action. In addition, many Chinese
scholars analyze the evolution process of resident incidents
based on incidents triggered by large-scale engineering
projects and propose corresponding prevention strategies
and governance strategies [29, 30].

Conflicts are caused by imbalances in interests among
stakeholders, and thus, coordinating the relationship among
stakeholders is the key to resolving conflicts. Game theory is
often used to study the relationship among engineering
project stakeholders and resolve conflicts [31–33]. Barough
et al. [34] study the application of prisoner’s dilemma and
chicken game in construction projects and consider that
studying stakeholders’ relations with game theory is very
helpful for conflict management of engineering projects.
Kang et al. [35] construct a three-stage game auction model
to analyze the relationship between the government and the
bidding in the public-private partnership projects. Based on
the game theory, Wu et al. [36] construct a decision model
for the conflict behavior between the owner and the con-
tractor, compare the results under the two different con-
ditions of nonconflict and conflict, and study the influences
of conflict behavior of large-scale engineering projects on
project performance. -ere are already many Chinese
scholars who use the game theory to study the conflicts
among stakeholders of large-scale Chinese engineering
projects [37–39], but most of which are studied under a
homogeneous social network structure. However, the con-
nections among individuals in realistic life are not com-
pletely random but have complex network characteristics of
small world and scale-free [40, 41]. Based on social relations
such as interpersonal relationships, stakeholders of large-
scale engineering project form a complex interactive relation
network with characteristics of the complex network. Nowak
andMay [42] study the prisoner’s dilemma game on the two-
dimensional square, and by combining the complex network
theory with the game theory, he proposes the space game
theory; thus, the evolutionary game research on the complex
network begins to get a lot of concern [43, 44]. At present,

the study of evolutionary games on complex networks
mainly focuses on two aspects. Firstly, under the specific
network structure, the effects of different evolution rules on
the evolution results are studied, such as imitating the best
rule and imitating the winner rule. Secondly, there are al-
ready many scholars who have been made on the influence
of different network structures on the game results, such as
rule network, scale-free network, and small-world network
and [45, 46]. In addition, many scholars have carried out
targeted research in different fields such as finance and
society. Liu and Wang [47] constructed the coevolution
model of social network structure and strategy according to
the topology of social network and made a case study by
using the NetLogo social network simulation platform.
Based on the network association structure of investors, Bian
et al. [48] established the simulation and evolution model of
herding behavior in the stock market under the strategy of
the coordination game in the network and studied the key
factors that influence the change of investment behavior of
stock market investors from the perspective of the network.
Based on consumers’ different preferences for electric ve-
hicles, Fang et al. [49] divided consumers into three types of
stakeholders to considering the time-varying demand of
electric vehicle charging stations and gas stations, and
studied the construction of electric vehicle charging infra-
structure in the evolutionary game model of small-world
complex networks. -erefore, based on the identification of
the major stakeholders of large-scale engineering projects,
this paper builds a game model about the evolution of
stakeholder conflicts amplification, carries out simulation
research on complex network to explore the impacts of
factors such as complex network characteristics on the result
of evolutionary game.

3. Evolutionary Game Model on Stakeholder
Conflict Amplification in Large-Scale
Engineering Projects

3.1. Model Hypothesis. Although there are many stake-
holders in large-scale engineering projects, including gov-
ernments, project developers, contracts, constructors,
nearby residents, relocated residents, and general public,
only some of which play a key role in different problems. For
the social conflicts and social stability risks caused by en-
gineering projects, the stakeholders who play a key role are
usually the core stakeholders such as the government,
project developers, and the resident [8, 9, 50]. In China,
large-scale engineering projects are generally led by the
government, while project developers undertake specific
tasks such as project planning, fund raising, and con-
struction implementation. Especially, for the handling of
social conflicts such as resident incidents, it involves the
basic interests of the resident and the government’s emer-
gency management capabilities, which is mainly a game
between the government and the resident. During this
process, project developers mainly assist in relevant work of
the government departments. Most of China’s current large-
scale engineering project conflict research studies, group
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event evolution research studies, and other related research
studies are based on the game between the government and
the resident. For example, Liu et al. take the urban demo-
lition group events as the research object and take the
government and the resident as both sides of the game to
study the conflict evolution of the urban demolition group
events [29]. Song and Liu [51] constructed a game model
between local governments and protesters and studied the
mechanism of resolving group events. Based on existing
research, this paper considers the actual situation in China,
highlighting the key stakeholders in the group events caused
by large-scale engineering project conflicts. On the other
hand, this paper considers the complexity of the model,
simplifying the model so that the conflict evolution process
and results can be shown more clearly. -erefore, this paper
mainly considers the government and the resident as both
sides of the evolutionary game. -e basic hypothesis of the
evolutionary game model of the stakeholder conflict am-
plification is as follows:

(1) In the evolutionary game model, the two partici-
pating groups are the resident (A) and the govern-
ment (B).

(2) When related conflicts occur in large-scale engi-
neering projects, the resident has two strategies of
rational negotiation and violent resistance, namely,
the strategic space of the resident is
SA � rational negotiationA1, violent resistanceA2 .
Moreover, due to the differences of the local people
in social and economic status and social relations, the
attitudes toward large-scale engineering projects are
also different.-e resident take decentralized actions
in the strategic space rational negotiation

A1, violent resistanceA2}. Most people understand
the construction of large-scale engineering projects
and choose rational negotiation, while some small
parts take excessive behavior for violent struggle.
-is hypothesis also conforms to participants’ con-
ventional behaviors in the evolutionary game, and a
small part of the participants adopts hypothesis of
attempting behavior by the trial-and-error method.

(3) Due to differences in governance concepts, political
achievements, and support degree for large-scale
engineering projects, there are two strategies of
compromised acceptance and tough control in re-
sponse to the reaction of the resident, namely, the
strategic space of the government which is
SB � compromise acceptanceB1, tough controlB2 .
In this game, the government will be affected by
higher-level governments and public opinions; thus,
the strategies adopted will be constantly adjusted.

(4) According to the government’s relevant guarantees
and interest compensation, the resident will make
decisions of rational negotiation or violent resis-
tance, which is in line with the “myopia” hypothesis
on the decision of evolutionary games. -e resident
will observe the benefits with corresponding deci-
sions made by the people around them as a reference

for their own decisions. Similarly, when the gov-
ernment responds to the reaction of the resident, it
will also make strategic adjustments on the basis of
the situations of the previous round.

3.2. Dynamic Evolutionary Game Flow and Replication Dy-
namic Equation. -e specific game flow of the stakeholder
conflict amplification and evolution in large-scale engi-
neering projects is shown in Figure 1, which is mainly di-
vided into two stages. In the first stage, when conflict issues
occur, the resident should either support the project and
adopt rational negotiation strategy for their own related
demands (namely, A1), or they do not understand the
project or worry that the project construction will affect the
ecological environment and their own interests, thus
adopting violent resistance strategy for their own related
demands (namely, A2). When facing different strategies of
the resident, the government either chooses compromised
acceptance strategy (namely, B1) or tough control strategy
(namely, B2).

Before the implementation of large-scale engineering
projects, the resident and the government have certain
retained earnings, which are, respectively, recorded as RA

and RB. If both parties adopt moderate strategies (the res-
ident adopts rational negotiation strategy, and the govern-
ment adopts compromised acceptance strategy), the
increased total revenue caused by the large-scale engineering
project is R, and the proportion of the resident is α(0< α< 1).
-e total cost paid during the moderate negotiation process
between the two parties is C, and the share proportion of the
resident is β(0< β< 1). Generally speaking, large-scale en-
gineering projects have a greater role in promoting local,
social, and economic development, so we believe that R>C.
When the resident adopts rational negotiation strategy and
the government adopts tough control strategy, neither party
can obtain the increased revenue from the large-scale en-
gineering projects. Due to the attempt to adopt negotiation
strategy, the resident will still need to pay the corresponding
cost under mild negotiation. Because the government adopts
tough control strategy and does not need to bear the cost
under a moderate negotiation state, it needs to increase the
maintenance expenditure ΔS for the tough control. In the
process, it also gets the additional income ΔRB from the
project. When the resident chooses the violent resistance
strategy and the government chooses compromised accep-
tance strategies, the resident needs to bear the cost of violent
resistance ΔL, but they will also receive additional com-
pensation ΔRA from the project. At this time, as the gov-
ernment tries to adopt the compromised acceptance
strategy, and it needs to pay the corresponding cost under
the mild negotiation. When the resident chooses violent
resistance strategy and the government chooses the tough
control strategy, both parties should undertake extra cost of
violent resistance and maintenance expenditure for their
strong attitude, but at the same time, they can also get
additional income and interest compensation from the
project. -e payoff matrix of the evolutionary game between
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the resident and the government of the large-scale engi-
neering projects is shown in Table 1.

Assuming that the proportion of rational negotiation
strategy A1 adopted by the resident is x and that of com-
promised acceptance strategy B1 adopted by the government
is y, the expected revenue of rational negotiation strategy A1
and violent resistance strategy A2 adopted by resident are,
respectively,

UA1 � yαR + RA − βC, (1)

UA2 � RA + ΔRA − ΔL. (2)

-e expected revenue of the compromised acceptance
strategy B1 and tough control strategy B2 that the gov-
ernment adopts are, respectively,

UB1 � x(1 − α)R + RB − (1 − β)C, (3)

UB2 � RB + ΔRB − ΔS. (4)

It can get that the expected revenue of the resident and
the government is, respectively,
UA � x yαR − ΔRA − βC + ΔL(  + RA + ΔRA − ΔL,

UB � y x(1 − α)R − ΔRB − (1 − β)C + ΔS  + RB + ΔRB − ΔS.

(5)

It can further get that the replicated dynamic equations
of the resident and government are, respectively,

dx

dt
� x(1 − x) yαR − ΔRA − βC + ΔL( , (6)

dx

dt
� y(1 − y) x(1 − α)R − ΔRB − (1 − β)C + ΔS . (7)

In can be known from formula (6) that when x� 0, 1 or

y �
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
, (8)

the resident can achieve partial stability by adopting the
rational negotiation strategy; from formula (7), when y� 0, 1
or

x �
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
, (9)

the government can adopt compromised acceptance strategy
to achieve partial stability. -us, five partial equilibrium
points are formed:

E1(0, 0), E2(1, 0), E3(0, 1), E4(1, 1),

E5
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
,
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
 .

(10)

-e Jacobi matrix replicated can be obtained by repli-
cated dynamic equations (6) and (7):

J �
(1 − 2x) yαR − ΔRA − βC + ΔL(  x(1 − x)αR

y(1 − y)(1 − α)R (1 − 2y) x(1 − α)R − ΔRB − (1 − β)C + ΔS 
 . (11)

It can get that the determinants det J and tr J of the Jacobi
matrix are, respectively,

detJ � (1 − 2x)(1 − 2y) yαR − ΔRA − βC + ΔL(  x(1 − α)R − ΔRB − (1 − β)C + ΔS  − xy(1 − x)(1 − y)αR(1 − α)R,

tr J � (1 − 2x) yαR − ΔRA − βC + ΔL(  +(1 − 2y) x(1 − α)R − ΔRB − (1 − β)C + ΔS .

(12)

Resident A

Government B

Rational
negotiation A1

Violent
resistance A2

Rational negotiation
B1

Rational negotiation
B1

Tough control
B2

Tough control
B2

RA + αR – βC, RB + (1 – α)R – (1 – β)C RA – βC, RB + ∆RB – ∆S RA + ∆RA – ∆L, RB – (1 – β)C RA + ∆RA – ∆L, RB + ∆RB – ∆S

Figure 1: Dynamic flow of evolutional game between the resident and the government in large-scale engineering projects.
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It can get that the determinant and trace of the Jacobi
matrix at five equilibrium points are shown in Table 2.

Note: T �
− ΔRA + βC − ΔL(  ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS  (1 − α)R − ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS  αR − ΔRA + βC − ΔL(   

(1 − α)RαR
. (13)

3.3. Multiscenario Evolutionary Game Analysis. After
obtaining the replication dynamic equation, the next step is
to analyze the evolutionary game equilibrium state of the
resident and the government in the large-scale engineering
project and its dynamic adjustment process under different
scenarios (the situation that the government’s extra stability
expenditures ΔS are different from the resident’s violent
resistance cost ΔL).

3.3.1. Scenario One. -e government’s extra stability ex-
penditureΔS and the resident’s violent resistance cost ΔL are
very large.

If both the resident and the government adopt tough
strategies, causing the government’s extra stability expen-
diture and the resident’s violent resistance cost large, then

ΔS>(1 − α)R>ΔRB +(1 − β)C;

ΔL> αR>ΔRA + βC.
(14)

Substituting above equations into the resident’ dynamic
replication equation (7) and the government’s replication
dynamic equation (8), it gets dx/dt> 0, dy/dt> 0. In the 2 ×

2 strategic space of the resident and the government, the
evolutionary phase map is shown in Figure 2(a), and the
equilibrium result of the evolutionary game between the
resident and the government is the only Nash equilibrium
(rational negotiate A1, compromised acceptance B1).

When the government’s extra stability expenditure ΔS
and the resident’s violent resistance cost ΔL are large, both
the resident and the government will try to avoid adopting
strategies that lead to deterioration of the situation (namely,
violent resistance and tough control) but will resolve con-
flicts through rational negotiation, in hope to gain the total
social revenue from the successful implementation of the
project.

3.3.2. Scenario Two. -e government’s extra stability ex-
penditureΔS and the resident’s violent resistance cost ΔL are
very small.

If both the resident and the government adopt tough
strategies, causing the government’s extra stability expenditure
∆S and the resident’s violent resistance costΔL very small, then

(1 − α)R>ΔRB +(1 − β)C>ΔS,

αR>ΔRA + βC>ΔL.
(15)

For replication dynamic equation (6) of the resident, if

y
∗

�
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
, (16)

then dx/dt � 0, 0<y∗ < 1 is the mixed equilibrium point.
When

y>
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
, (17)

then dx/dt � 0, x⟶ 1 is the evolutionarily stable strategy.
When

y<
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
, (18)

then dx/dt � 0, x⟶ 0 is the evolutionarily stable strategy.
For replication dynamic equation (7) of the government,

if

x
∗

�
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
, (19)

then dx/dt � 0, 0<x∗ < 1 is the mixed equilibrium point.
When

x>
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
, (20)

then dx/dt> 0, y⟶ 1 is the evolutionarily stable strategy.
When

x<
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
, (21)

then dx/dt< 0, y⟶ 0 is the evolutionarily stable strategy.
In the 2 × 2 strategic space between the government

and the resident, by judging the positive and negative
values of the determinant det J and the tr J of the five
partial equilibrium points, the points E1(0, 0) and E4(1, 1)

can be obtained as evolutionarily stable strategy, the
points E2(1, 0) and E3(0, 1) as unstable equilibrium
points, and the point

Table 1: -e payoff matrix of the evolutionary game between the resident and the government.

Resident A
Government B

Compromised acceptance B1 Tough control B2
Rational negotiation A1 RA + αR − βC, RB + (1 − α)R − (1 − β)C RA − βC, RB + ΔRB − ΔS
Violent resistance A2 RA + ΔRA − ΔL, RB − (1 − β)C RA + ΔRA − ΔL, RB + ΔRB − ΔS
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E5
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
,
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
  (22)

as unstable saddle points. -e evolution phase diagram is
shown in Figure 2(b).

When the government’s extra stability expenditure ∆S
and the resident’s violent resistance cost ΔL are very small,
the equilibrium result of the evolutionary game between the
resident and the government in large-scale engineering
projects is (rational negotiation A1, compromised accep-
tance B1) or (violent resistanceA2, tough control B2), shown
in Figure 2(b). -e specific evolutionary results are influ-
enced by the initial state of social systems such as the
strength of the resident’s attitude to the large-scale engi-
neering projects, the expression manner of interest appeals

and the government’s ruling philosophy, and the handling
habits of the interest appeals. When the initial state is located
in region I and II in Figure 2(b) (namely, quadrangle
E1E2E5E3), evolution will converge to the point E1(0, 0);
then, the resident adopts violent resistance strategy, and the
government adopts tough control strategy. When the initial
state is located in region III and IV in Figure 2(b) (namely,
quadrangle E2E4E3E5), evolution will converge to the point
E4(1, 1); then, the resident adopts rational negotiation
strategy, and the government adopts compromised accep-
tance strategy.

3.3.3. Scenario :ree. -e government’s extra stability ex-
penditure ΔS is large, and the resident’s violent resistance
cost ΔL is small.

Table 2: -e determinant and trace of the Jacobi matrix at five equilibrium points.

Equilibrium
point det J tr J

E1(0，0) (ΔRA + βC − ΔL)[ΔRB + (1 − β)C − ΔS] − (ΔRA + βC − ΔL) − [ΔR B + (1 − β)C − ΔS]

E2(1，0) (ΔRA + βC − ΔL)[(1 − α)R − ΔRB − (1 − β)C + ΔS] (ΔRA + βC − ΔL) + [(1 − α)R − ΔRB − (1 − β)C + ΔS]

E3(0，1) (αR − ΔRA − βC + ΔL)[ΔRB + (1 − β)C − ΔS] (αR − ΔRA − βC + ΔL) + [ΔRB − (1 − β)C + ΔS]

E4(1, 1) (αR − ΔRA − βC + ΔL)[(1 − α)R − ΔRB − (1 − β)C + ΔS] − (αR − ΔRA − βC + ΔL) − [(1 − α)R − ΔRB − (1 − β)C + ΔS]

E5(x∗, y∗) T 0

y
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I III
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Figure 2: (a) -e equilibrium result when both ΔS and ΔL are large; (b) the equilibrium result when both ΔS and ΔL are small; (c) the
equilibrium result when ΔS is large and ΔL is small; (d) the equilibrium result when ΔS is small and ΔL is large.
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If both the resident and the government adopt tough
strategies, causing the government’s extra stability expen-
diture ∆S very large and the resident’s violent resistance cost
∆L very small, then

ΔS>(1 − α)R>ΔRB +(1 − β)C;

αR>ΔRA + βC>ΔL.
(23)

For replication dynamic equation (6), when

y
∗

�
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
, (24)

then dt/dt � 0, 0<y∗ < 1 is the mixed equilibrium point.
When

y>
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
, (25)

then dt/dt> 0, x⟶ 1 is the evolutionarily stable strategy.
When

y<
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
, (26)

then dt/dt< 0, x⟶ 0 is the evolutionarily stable strategy.
For replication dynamic equation (7), nomatter what value x
takes, dt/dt> 0. -erefore, y⟶ 1 is the evolutionary stable
strategy.

In the 2 × 2 strategic space between the government and
the resident, by judging the positive and negative values of
the determinant det J and the tr J of the five partial equi-
librium points, the points E4(1, 1) can be obtained as
evolutionarily stable strategy, points E1(0, 0), E3(0, 1), and

E5
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
,
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
  (27)

as unstable saddle points, and point E2(1, 0) as unstable
points. -e evolution phase diagram is shown in Figure 2(c).

When the government’s extra stability expenditure ∆S
is large while the resident’s violent resistance cost ∆L is
small, the equilibrium result of the evolutionary game
between the resident and the government in large-scale
engineering projects is (national negotiation A1, com-
promised acceptance B1), shown in Figure 2(c). Since the
government’s extra stability expenditure is large, the
government will try not to adopt tough control to increase
spending but tend to adopt compromised acceptance
strategy. At this time, if the resident adopts violent resis-
tance strategy, they will increase their expenditure on the
one hand (although the cost of violent resistance is small, it
is still greater than 0), and on the other hand, as
αR>ΔRA + βC, αR − βC>ΔRA is greater than 0. -e in-
crease in revenue by adopting rational negotiation strategy
is greater than that of the violent resistance strategy.
-erefore, the resident will also tend to adopt the rational
negotiation strategy.

3.3.4. Scenario Four. -e government’s extra stability ex-
penditure ΔS is small, and the resident’s violent resistance
cost ΔL is large.

If both the resident and the government adopt tough
strategies, causing the government’s extra stability expen-
diture ∆S very small and the resident’s violent resistance cost
∆L very large, then

(1 − α)R>ΔRB +(1 − β)C>ΔS,

ΔL> αR>ΔRA + βC.
(28)

For resident replication dynamic equation (6), no matter
what value y takes, dx/dt> 0, x⟶ 1 is the evolutionary
stable strategy. For government replication dynamic equa-
tion (7), when

x
∗

�
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
, (29)

then dx/dt � 0, 0<x∗ < 1 is the mixed equilibrium point.
When

x>
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
, (30)

then dx/dt> 0, y⟶ 1 is the evolutionary stable strategy.
When

x<
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
, (31)

then dx/dt< 0, y⟶ 0 is the evolutionary stable strategy.
In the 2 × 2 strategic space between the government and

the resident, by judging the positive and negative values of
the determinant det J and the tr J of the five partial equi-
librium points, the point E4(1, 1) is obtained as the evo-
lutionary stable state, points

E1(0, 0), E2(1, 0),

E5
ΔRB +(1 − β)C − ΔS

(1 − α)R
,
ΔRA + βC − ΔL

αR
 

(32)

as unstable saddle points, and point E3(0, 1) as unstable
points.-e evolution phase diagram is shown in Figure 2(d).

When the government’s extra stability expenditure ∆S
is small and the resident’s violent resistance cost ∆L is
large, the equilibrium result of the evolutionary game
between the resident and the government in large-scale
engineering projects is (national negotiation A1, com-
promised acceptance B1), shown in Figure 2(d). Since the
resident’s violent resistance cost is large, the resident will
try not to adopt violent resistance to increase expenditure
but tend to adopt rational negotiation strategy. At this
time, if the government adopts tough control strategy,
they will increase their expenditure on the one hand
(although the extra stability expenditure is small, it is still
greater than 0), and on the other hand, as (1 − α)R>ΔRB +

(1 − β)C, (1 − α)R>ΔRB + (1 − β)C is greater than 0. -e
increase in revenue by adopting compromised acceptance
strategy is greater than that of tough control strategy.
-erefore, the government will also tend to adopt com-
promised acceptance strategy.
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4. Simulation Analysis of the Amplification of
Stakeholder Conflict of Large-Scale
Engineering Projects on Complex Networks

4.1. Evolutionary Game Simulation Steps on Complex
Networks. Since Watts and Strogatz studied the average
path length and clustering coefficient of the nematode neural
network, the American Western electrical power network,
and the film actor cooperative network, they found that it
had the characteristics of small world with average path
length and large clustering coefficient and formally proposed
the small-world network [39]. After long-term development,
the small-world network has been proven to be effective in
quantitatively studying the problems associated with com-
plex social and economic systems. -e network of multi-
subject conflict amplification of large-scale engineering
projects is essentially a complex network based on the
multisubject interaction of realistic social networks and
influenced by external systems such as social economic
environment. A large number of scholars studied the real-
istic social network on the basis of complex networks and
found that its network topology had the characteristics of
small world with small average path length and large
clustering coefficient. In view of the fact that the small-world
network can help to explain problems related to complex
social and economic systems and that the realistic com-
munication network is similar to the small-world network,
the complex network structure type constructed in this
paper is a small-world network.

For the simulation of the evolutionary game between the
resident and the government in large-scale engineering
projects on the complex network, firstly, we need to de-
termine the strategic choice of individual players on the
complex network, then analyze the impact of different
network characteristics on the evolutionary game results,
and explore the stakeholder conflict amplification mecha-
nism of large-scale engineering projects.

Firstly, aWS small-world network with a certain number
of nodes is generated, and network parameters are initial-
ized. All nodes on the network are divided into the two
categories of the resident and the government, and the
proportion of nodes on the network between the resident
and the government is given. -e meaning of the govern-
ment includes all levels of governments, government de-
partments, and officials related to the large-scale engineering
projects. -erefore, the government is not only a node but
should also be regarded as multiple nodes on the network,
and the number of which is much smaller than that of the
resident nodes. In the initial state, the resident nodes ran-
domly adopt the rational negotiation strategy A1 or the
violent resistance strategy A2, and the government node
randomly adopts the compromised acceptance strategy B1 or
the tough control strategy B2.

Secondly, in each round of the game, each node on the
complex network plays a game with all its neighbors, and the
resident and the government will change their own strategies
according to the updated rules after each round.-e updated
rule is as follows: the resident chooses to play games with its

neighbors, if they are the same as the resident nodes; the
strategy remains the same, if they are government nodes, and
the probability that the resident node changes the strategy is

pA �
1

1 + exp UA1 − UA2( /ε  
. (33)

-e probability that the government node changes the
strategy is

pB �
1

1 + exp UB1 − UB2( /ε  
. (34)

UA1, UA2, UB1, and UB2 can be, respectively, obtained by
equations (1)–(4). ε denotes the noise coefficient, which
indicates the interference of uncontrollable factors such as
external impact on the node updating strategy.-e larger the
ε is, the larger the interference is. Generally, ε� 0.5 is taken.

Finally, the above game process is repeated until the state
of each node on the network reaches a stable state. -e
simulation is terminated, and the simulation result is
obtained.

4.2. Basic Variable Settings of NetLogo Simulation Platform.
-is paper uses the NetLogo simulation platform to carry
out evolutionary game simulation research on the complex
network. NetLogo is a multisubject programmable modeling
environment that can be applied for natural and social
phenomena. It can control thousands of individuals in
modeling and can simulate the behavior of microindividuals,
the emergence of macroscopic modes, and their relation-
ships, which is especially suitable for simulating complex
systems that evolve over time.

According to the algorithm steps of the evolutionary
game simulation on the complex network, firstly, the WS
small-world network is generated, and all the nodes on the
network are divided into the two categories of the resident
and the government. In the initial NetLogo interface, the
initial parameters of the network can be determined by
adjusting the sliders of each parameter, as shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, the relevant initial parameters of the model
are on the left side. For example, “num-nodes” indicates the
network scale, namely, the total number of subjects on the
network. “Rewiring-probability” indicates the random
reconnection probability p of the WS small-world network.
“Government-of-total-nodes” indicates the proportion of
the government subjects on the network to the total subjects.
“Initial-x” indicates the proportion that the resident chooses
rational negotiation strategies in the initial state. “Initial-y”
indicates the proportion that the government chooses
compromised acceptance in the initial state. “Citizen-ratio-
of-income-increase” indicates the proportion of the resident
to the increased total revenue of the project for the society,
and “citizen-ratio-of-cost” indicates the proportion of the
government to the total cost of the project. “Total-income-
increase” indicates the increased total revenue of the project
for the society. “Total-cost” indicates the cost that ensures
the project going smoothly. “Citizen-extra-income-force”
indicates the additional revenue from the resident’s violent
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resistance. “Government-extra-income-force” indicates the
additional revenue from the government’s tough control.
“Citizen-cost-force” indicates the cost of the resident’s vi-
olent resistance. “Government-cost-force” indicates addi-
tional expenditure from the government’s tough control.
-e right side of the figure represents the generated network,
where “people” indicates the resident and “five-pointed star”
represents the government. Among the resident subjects, the
green indicates those who choose rational negotiation
strategy and the blue indicates those who choose violent
resistance strategy. Among the government subjects, the red
indicates those who choose compromised acceptance
strategy, and the yellow indicates those who choose tough
control strategy.

In the initial state, it is assumed that the reconnection
probability p of small-world networks is 0.2, the number of
subjects on the whole network is 100, to which the proportion
of the government subjects is 0.2, the proportion x of the
resident who adopts rational negotiation strategy is 0.3, the
proportion y of the government who adopts compromised
acceptance strategy is 0.5, the increased proportion α of the
resident to the total revenue is 0.3, the proportion β of the total
cost that the resident share is 0.2, the increased total revenue R
is 100, the total cost C is 40, the initial retained revenue of the
resident RA is 10, the initial retained revenue of the gov-
ernment RB is 10, the additional revenue ΔRA obtained by the
resident’s violent resistance is 20, and the additional revenue
ΔRB obtained by the government’s tough control is 20.

4.3. Simulation Result andAnalysis. -is paper will simulate
the evolutionary game results of the government and the

resident on the small-world network under different sce-
narios, and analyze the impact of different initial states and
different network characteristics on the conflicts between the
government and the resident subjects in large-scale engi-
neering projects. With the start of the simulation, the color
of the subjects in the network diagram on the right side of
Figure 3 will gradually change with the start of the game, and
the result will also be displayed in the lower left corner of
Figure 3 on the “NetworkStatus”. -e abscissa indicates the
evolution time, and the ordinate indicates the proportion of
the rational resident. -e green indicates the proportion of
the resident who chooses rational negotiation, and the red
indicates the proportion of the government who chooses
compromised acceptance.

4.3.1. Scenario One. -e government’s extra stability ex-
penditure ∆S and the resident’s violent resistance cost ∆L are
very large.

In scenario one, the condition
ΔS> (1 − α)R>ΔRB + (1 − β)C,ΔL> αR>ΔRA + βC is
satisfied, and the assumed parameter is set as follows: the
resident’s violent resistance cost ΔL is 40 and the govern-
ment’s extra stability expenditure ∆S of tough control is 80.
When the reconnection probability p of the small-world
network takes different values, the evolutionary results of the
game between the resident and the government are shown in
Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that when the reconnection
probability p of the small-world network takes different
values, the evolutionary game trends of the resident and the
government are basically the same, and the final equilibrium

(a) (b)

Figure 3: -e initial state on the WS small-world network.
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tends to (rational negotiation, compromise acceptance), but
with the increase of reconnection probability, the time that
they evolve to a stable state has been significantly reduced.
When the reconnection probability p is, respectively, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, the network clustering coefficient is, re-
spectively, 0.395, 0.261, 0.181, and 0.156, and the average
path length is, respectively, 2.054, 1.962, 1.905, and 1.893,
which indicates that with the increase of reconnection
probability of the small-world network, the clustering co-
efficient and the average path length decrease. -e decrease
of the clustering coefficient indicates that the concentration
degree of the conflict network between the resident and the
government gets low, showing a decentralized state, and the
heterogeneity among subjects is more prominent. Some
subjects with large nodes have greater influence than other
subjects, thus easier to reach the equilibrium state. -e
decrease of the average path length indicates that the scale of
the network between the resident and the government gets
small, the interaction closeness among the subjects gets
increased, and it is easier to achieve equilibrium state.

4.3.2. Scenario Two. -e government’s extra stability ex-
penditure ∆S and the resident’s violent resistance cost ∆L are
small.

In scenario two, the condition (1 − α)R>ΔRB+

(1 − β)C>ΔS, αR>ΔRA + βC>ΔL is satisfied, and the

assumed parameter is set as follows: the resident’s violent
resistance cost ΔL is 10 and the government’s extra stability
expenditure ∆S of tough control is 20. When the recon-
nection probability p of the small-world network takes
different values, the evolutionary results of the game be-
tween the resident and the government are shown in
Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that when the reconnection
probability p of the small-world network takes different
values, the evolutionary game trends of the resident and the
government are basically the same, and the final equilibrium
tends to (violent resistance, tough control), but with the
increase of reconnection probability, the time that they
evolve to a relatively stable state has been gradually reduced.
When the reconnection probability p is, respectively, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, the network clustering coefficient is, re-
spectively, 0.416, 0.233, 0.18, and 0.155, and the average path
length is, respectively, 2.08, 1.931, 1.907, and 1.895. Similar
to scenario one, it also shows that with the increase of
reconnection probability of the small-world network, the
clustering coefficient and the average path length decrease,
making the heterogeneity among subjects more prominent.
-e interaction closeness among the subjects gets increased,
and it is easier to achieve equilibrium state.

In the previous analysis, we know that the proportion x
that the resident adopts rational negotiation is 0.3 and the
proportion y that the government adopts compromised

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: -e evolutionary results when the reconnection probability p takes different values in scenario one: (a) the evolutionary result
when p � 0.2; (b) the evolutionary result when p � 0.4; (c) the evolutionary result when p � 0.6; (d) the evolutionary result when p � 0.8.
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acceptance is 0.5, and the state at this time is in region I and
II of Figure 2(b), satisfying the convergence of evolution to
(violent resistance, tough control). Next, we will simulate
and analyze the evolution results when the initial state is in
the regions III and IV of Figure 2(b). At this time, it is
assumed that the proportion x that the resident adopts
rational negotiation is 0.6 and the proportion y that the
government adopts compromised acceptance is 0.8, and the
evolution result is shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that when the reconnection
probability p of the small-world network takes different
values, the evolutionary game trends of the resident and the
government are basically the same, and the final equilibrium
tends to (rational negotiation, compromised acceptance),
but with the increase of reconnection probability, the time
that they evolve to a stable state has been gradually reduced,
and the fluctuation decreases. When the reconnection
probability p of the small-world network is, respectively, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, the network clustering coefficient is, re-
spectively, 0.403, 0.244, 0.176, and 0.152, and the average
path length is, respectively, 2.056, 1.948, 1.898, and 1.896. It
also shows that with the increase of reconnection probability
of the small-world network, the clustering coefficient and the
average path length decrease, making the heterogeneity
among subjects more prominent and the interaction
closeness among the subjects increased, and it is easier to
achieve equilibrium state.

4.3.3. Scenario :ree. -e government’s extra stability ex-
penditure ∆S is large, and the resident’s violent resistance
cost ∆L is small.

In scenario three, the condition
ΔS> (1 − α)R>ΔRB + (1 − β)C, αR>ΔRA + βC>ΔL is
satisfied, and the assumed parameter is set as follows: the
resident’s violent resistance cost ΔL is 10 and the govern-
ment’s extra stability expenditure ΔS of tough control is 80.
When the reconnection probability p of the small-world
network takes different values, the evolutionary results of the
game between the resident and the government are shown in
Figure 7.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that when the reconnection
probability p of the small-world network takes different
values, the evolutionary game trends of the resident and the
government are basically the same, and the final equilibrium
tends to (rational negotiation, compromised acceptance),
but with the increase of reconnection probability, the
fluctuation that they evolve to a stable state has been
gradually reduced. When the reconnection probability p of
the small-world network is, respectively, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8,
the network clustering coefficient is, respectively, 0.432,
0.242, 0.164, and 0.158, and the average path length is, re-
spectively, 2.102, 1.938, 1.903, and 1.897. It also shows that
with the increase of reconnection probability of the small-
world network, the clustering coefficient and the average
path length decrease. Similar to scenario one and two, the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: -e evolutionary result when the reconnection probability p takes different values in scenario two (the initial state is located in
region I and II): (a) the evolutionary result when p � 0.2; (b) the evolutionary result when p � 0.4; (c) the evolutionary result when p � 0.6; (d)
the evolutionary result when p � 0.8.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6:-e evolutionary result when the reconnection probability p of the small-world network takes different values under scenario two
(the initial state is located in region III and IV): (a) the evolutionary result when p � 0.2; (b) the evolutionary result when p � 0.4; (c) the
evolutionary result when p � 0.6; (d) the evolutionary result when p � 0.8.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: -e evolutionary result when the reconnection probability p takes different values in scenario three: (a) the evolutionary result
when p � 0.2; (b) the evolutionary result when p � 0.4; (c) the evolutionary result when p � 0.6; (d) the evolutionary result when p � 0.8.
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decrease of clustering coefficient and the average path length
makes the heterogeneity among subjects more prominent.
-e interaction closeness among the subjects gets increased,
and it is easier to achieve equilibrium state.

4.3.4. Scenario Four. -e government’s extra stability ex-
penditure ∆S is small, and the resident’s violent resistance
cost ∆L is large.

In scenario four, the condition
(1 − α)R>ΔRB + (1 − β)C>ΔS, ΔL> αR>ΔRA + βC is
satisfied, and the assumed parameter is set as follows: the
resident’s violent resistance cost ΔL is 40 and the govern-
ment’s extra stability expenditure ∆S of tough control is 20.
When the reconnection probability p of the small-world
network takes different values, the evolutionary results of the
game between the resident and the government are shown in
Figure 8.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that when the reconnection
probability p of the small-world network takes different
values, the evolutionary game trends of the resident and the
government are basically the same, and the final equilibrium
tends to (rational negotiation, compromised acceptance),
but with the increase of reconnection probability, the time
and fluctuation that they evolve to a stable state have been
gradually reduced. When p is 0.8, the fluctuation of the
proportion that the government chooses compromised ac-
ceptance strategy is extremely small and basically reaches a

relatively stable state. When the reconnection probability p

is, respectively, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, the network clustering
coefficient is, respectively, 0.422, 0.23, 0.177, and 0.157, and
the average path length is, respectively, 2.077, 1.932, 1.907,
and 1.893. It also shows that with the increase of recon-
nection probability of the small-world network, the clus-
tering coefficient and the average path length decrease. -e
decrease of clustering coefficient and the average path length
makes the heterogeneity among subjects more prominent.
-e interaction closeness among the subjects gets increased,
and it is easier to achieve equilibrium state.

5. Conclusions

-is paper constructs an evolutionary game model between
the government and the resident, which are the two key
game subjects in large-scale engineering projects, and an-
alyzes game equilibrium results and their adjustment pro-
cesses of the government’s extra stability expenditure and
the resident’s violent resistance cost in different situations.
Based on the complex network formed by the interaction
among the subjects, the small-world network is used as the
complex network topology and the NetLogo simulation
platform is used to analyze the stakeholder conflict ampli-
fication of the large-scale engineering projects on the small-
world network. -e result shows as follows:

(1) In scenario one, scenario two, here it specifically
refers to the initial state which is located in regions

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: -e evolutionary result when the reconnection probability p takes different values in scenario four: (a) the evolutionary result
when p � 0.2; (b) the evolutionary result when p � 0.4; (c) the evolutionary result when p � 0.6; (d) the evolutionary result when p � 0.8.
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III and IV, scenario three, and scenario four, we find
that both the final evolution results of the resident
and the government are (rational negotiation,
compromised acceptance). Compared with scenario
two and scenario three, the resident in scenario one
and scenario four has a relatively stable evolutionary
state for a relatively short period of time, and the
fluctuation after getting relatively stable state is also
small; the possible reason is that the resident’s violent
resistance cost ΔL is large, and the cost that the
resident chooses violent resistance strategy to ex-
press their interest appeal is too high. In most cases,
they will abandon violent resistance strategy and
adopt rational negotiation strategy. On the other
hand, compared with scenario one and scenario
three, the time that the government evolves to the
equilibrium state in scenario two and scenario four is
longer and fluctuates more. -e possible reason for
this situation is that when the government’s addi-
tional stability expenditure ΔS is small, the gov-
ernment is prone to adopt extremely tough control
strategy for its own interests to cope with the resi-
dent’s interest appeal, resulting in difficulties in
achieving equilibrium state or large fluctuations after
getting the relatively equilibrium state. -erefore, in
order to control the amplification of conflicts be-
tween the resident and the government, effective
measures should be taken to increase the resident’s
violent resistance, that is, to increase the intensity of
punishment for violent resistance. On the other
hand, it should be emphasized that the government
should not only consider the additional stability
expenditure, but also various social impacts in many
aspects when choosing tough control strategy. We
cannot easily choose tough control strategy because
of small stability expenditure.

(2) It can be further seen from the influence of different
network characteristics on the evolution results that
as the probability of network reconnection increases,
the time that evolving to the relative equilibrium
state decreases accordingly. -is is because on the
small-world network, the average path length and
the clustering coefficient are correspondingly re-
duced due to the increase of the probability of
network reconnection. On the one hand, the smaller
the average path length, the smaller the scale of the
conflict network between the resident and the
government, the stronger the intersubjects’ closeness
is, and the faster the evolution process of the conflict.
On the other hand, the reduction of the clustering
coefficient makes the conflict network between the
government and the resident presents a decentral-
ized state, and the heterogeneity of the network is
more obvious. Individuals with large nodes have
greater influence, easier to influence neighboring
nodes to accept their strategies and form a herd
effect, so that the time that all individuals evolve to a
relatively equilibrium state is reduced. On the

realistic network, some individuals who are at the
core status and have more social relationships have
greater influence on other individuals, and the choice
of their strategies will become the reference for other
individuals. -erefore, for these special individuals,
communication and guidance should be strength-
ened to minimize the choice of violent resistance
strategies and to play a correct guiding role for other
individuals on the network, leading other individuals
to choose reasonable manners of interest appeal.

-ere are two limitations in this paper. Firstly, this paper
combines the actual situation and literature of the con-
struction of large-scale engineering projects in China,
simplifying the multisubject conflicts into the conflict be-
tween the government and the resident, only between which
the evolutionary game model is build. Secondly, in the
simulation study of the large-scale engineering project
conflicts on the small-world network, the hypothetical as-
signments of the relevant parameters such as network scale,
the resident’s violent resistance cost, and the government’s
extra stability expenditure are still not quite accurate, al-
though they are determined on the basis of a large number of
readings and interviews with relevant experts. Further re-
search in this paper should focus on the following two as-
pects: firstly, further analyzing the relationships among
relevant stakeholders rather than the government and the
resident, considering conflicts among more stakeholders,
and improving the existing evolutionary game model, and
secondly, enriching the collection of relevant data and social
surveys, making the selection of relevant parameters in
simulation research more scientific and reasonable.
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